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24, 2020Q: How to check multiple conditions in a single line in Python? I know that I can do it in a single line as follows: if

"column 2" in test_dict: print "condition 1 met" elif "column 3" in test_dict: print "condition 2 met" But I was wondering if it is
possible to achieve the same in one line: A: Use a tuple in a list: if (("column 2",) in test_dict): elif (("column 3",) in test_dict):

Test the data against the tuple. If the data exists, it will be included in the tuple and we can test it. However, it may be preferable
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to use a dictionary here: if ("column 2" in test_dict): elif ("column 3" in test_dict): And if you want to get fancy, you could add
it to the KeyError exception: def condition_1(x): return "condition 1 met" def condition_2(x): return "condition 2 met" try: if

"column 2" in test_dict: print condition_1 elif "column 3" in test_dict 82157476af
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